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Kathleen Ramsay

From: Brian Carpenter <brian@champlainvalleyequipment.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2016 8:20 PM

To: Kathleen Ramsay

Subject: FW: SB meeting

 
Brian R. Carpenter 
General Manager 
brian@champlainvalleyequipment.com 
Work (802)388-4967 ext 105 
Cell    (802)349-9588 
 
 
 
 
On 11/29/16, 3:24 PM, "Nick Artim" <nick@hpg-vt.com> wrote: 
 
>Brian: 
> 
>Change of flight plans - which you know as nothing unusual.  Therefore  
>I leave BTV at 7 and won¹t be able to participate in tonight¹s meeting. 
>However I have some thoughts on the budget that I wanted to discuss and  
>so if you could please bring up the item for discussion.  As I look at  
>each year¹s budget and the ongoing growth demand and pressures to hold  
>the line on taxes I think that we need to find efficiencies and do  
>things different wherever we can.  I have several possible ides but  
>this one that I would like presented as the budget moves forward is a  
>starting point. 
> 
>Each department each year puts in their own costs for buildings and  
>grounds maintenance which becomes a large amount of money.  I see this  
>as inefficient since we actually have a campus of public building  
>inventory that just happens to be scattered around the town (offices  
>police, fire, recreation, library, etc.).  Currently  each department  
>establishes amounts for service contracts, mowing, and other facilities  
>related expenses.  If we look at this campus in similar light to a  
>campus of educational or research buildings there would be s a single  
>facilities budget that has the flexibility to adjust funds for the  
>demand of that year.  Importantly the facilities director arranges for  
>contracts to handle all buildings for a defined period, rather than  
>individually.  The contract is competitively bid and if performance is  
>not satisfactory, a new firm is hired.  The service firms can then be  
>more efficient by servicing several buildings in a given trip rather  
>than having multiple visits.  Now that we have an operations director  
>it is time to look at a similar idea. 
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> 
>Therefore I want to propose that for the budget that is being  
>developed, all of the service and maintenance items be removed from the  
>individual departments and placed under a single facilities budget.   
>Recognizing that we need to establish a base line of service costs the  
>amount may be the sum of the present.  Then over the next year we can  
>have the operations director conduct a detailed assessment of each  
>building in our inventory to determine what is needed and establish a  
>project schedule for routine service and major replacement items.  Then  
>a detailed and fixed annual amount can be established and provided in  
>the budget for the various tasks.  One important aspect of this is that  
>it should help to reduce the surprise repairs such as the elevator  
>emergency repairs at Ilsley that we encountered recently. 
> 
>The college facilities department has previously offered assistance  
>setting the base level and they have various programs that we could  
>emulate to undertake this effort in an efficient manner. 
> 
>If you want I can sit down with Dan and Kathleen to discuss this in  
>detail. 
> 
> 
> 
>The only other item that I wanted to address for now is that I am  
>definitely not a fan of a 4 cent tax rise.  As our MBDF group has been  
>conducting interviews to determine our future efforts, we have heard  
>repeatedly that the taxes are an issue that impacts our growth.  One  
>person described the tax impact that will be added to rents if a new  
>apartment housing project were to be constructed and it is sizable  
>addition to the base rat that would be necessary for the project to  
>succeed.  This can impact the ability to construct work force housing. 
>Therefore I do not want to entertain any new requests until we assured  
>that the basic services that we provide to all citizens are  
>satisfactory and we do a good job holding the line to minimize tax  
>increases.  We need to do everything that we can to help the grand list  
>grow so that we can better afford the quality services that we provide. 
> 
>I am in the airport until 7 and so if you have any questions then I can  
>be reached on the cell. 
> 
>Nick 
> 
> 
> 
>> On Nov 28, 2016, at 9:31 AM, Brian Carpenter  
>><brian@champlainvalleyequipment.com> wrote: 
>>  
>> Copy 
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>>  
>> Brian R. Carpenter 
>> General Manager 
>> brian@champlainvalleyequipment.com 
>> Work (802)388-4967 ext 105 
>> Cell    (802)349-9588 
>>  
>>  
>>  
>>  
>> On 11/28/16, 9:19 AM, "Nick Artim" <nick@hpg-vt.com> wrote: 
>>  
>>> Hello Kathleen and Brian. 
>>>  
>>> Hopefully you had an enjoyable Thanksgiving.  I'm on my way home  
>>>from my  in laws and it was good.  Anyway I have to go to  
>>>Charlottesville for an  accelerated project progress meeting but will  
>>>participate in the SB  meeting by phone.  I am scheduled into  
>>>Richmond at 6:15 pm and will be at  the hotel by 6:30-6:35.  I will  
>>>let you both know by text that I'm at the  hotel so that you can call  
>>>me for the meeting start.  If the plane runs  late I will let you  
>>>know when I'm ready. 
>>>  
>>> Nick 
>>>  
>>> Center of Knowledge 
>>  
> 
> 
 


